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ABSTRACT

This chapter introduces a new category of digital library user interfaces called metadata-enhanced visual interfaces. Drawing on the earlier information retrieval visual interfaces that have made use of thesauri, this chapter will review and analyze metadata-enhanced visual interfaces to digital libraries based on two key variables, namely metadata elements used for visualization purposes and visual metaphors incorporated into the user interfaces. The aim of this study is to inform the design of visual interfaces for digital libraries through bringing together issues that have roots in such communities as information retrieval, digital libraries, human-computer interaction, and metadata. The findings of this study provide design ideas and implications for digital library interface design in terms of the various metadata-based information search and retrieval features for visualization purposes.

INTRODUCTION

Digital libraries are multifaceted and complex information structures that offer a wide range and variety of information-bearing objects. They vary in their content, subject matter, cultural characteristics, language, and so forth. Arms (2000) notes that “a digital library is only as good as the interface it provides to its users.” The variety of digital objects and materials in a digital library poses challenges to the design of usable and easy to understand user interfaces. Visual interfaces to digital libraries have recently found widespread attention. This development is mainly due to the fact that information visualization techniques allow for rich representation of information-bearing objects found in digital libraries. There are also a number of information visualization areas
related to digital libraries, namely bibliometric studies, information retrieval (query and result), scientific visualization, as well as knowledge domain visualization. This chapter will review and analyze metadata-enabled visual interfaces to digital libraries based on the richness and variety of metadata elements used and the visualization approaches adopted on the interface. The first part of this chapter will provide a brief overview of visual interfaces developed based on thesauri as one source of subject metadata. The second part of this chapter will review and analyze innovative metadata-enabled visual interfaces to digital libraries. The final section will present a general discussion of the reviewed interfaces in terms of their visualization approaches and metadata elements used within the context of digital library developments. The current study draws on the research carried out in the areas of digital libraries, interface design, human computer interaction, and metadata.

EARLIER INFORMATION RETRIEVAL VISUAL INTERFACES USING THESAURI

MeSHBrowse (Korn & Shneiderman, 1995), a prototype interface for browsing the medical subject headings (MeSH) thesaurus, employs a concept space approach and a node-link tree diagram of the concept space. Hidden interrelationships of the terms are revealed once a node is clicked. The graphical nature of the interface allows only for related categories of terms to be displayed in a two-dimensional tree structure. Cat-a-cone (Hearst & Karadi, 1997) utilizes a three-dimensional graphical interface which shows all of the top level categories initially and allows for the user to control the subsequent expansion. An alternative mode of interaction is to have the user type in a category label and see which parts of the hierarchy match or partially match that label. The interface also caters for a kind of relevance feedback by suggesting additional categories. Users can jump easily from one category to another and can search on multiple categories simultaneously. The visual MeSH (Lin, 1999) is a graphical interface developed to interact with the MeSH thesaurus and Medline. It allows the user to look up MeSH terms in a click-and-choose environment and assists users in exploring the MeSH terms by providing several views of the concept, including tree view, neighbor view, and map view. On any of the views, the user can double-click on a term to select it. Sutcliffe, Ennis, and Hu (2000) describe a visual interface enhanced with a thesaurus called the integrated thesaurus-results browser, which provides simultaneous access to query bar, thesaurus terms and structure, as well as search results. The thesaurus is a major feature of the interface, allowing for search term selection and query specification or modification.

INNOVATIVE VISUAL INTERFACES TO DIGITAL LIBRARIES

Börner and Chen (2002) identify three usage scenarios for visual interfaces to digital libraries: (1) support the identification of the composition of a retrieval result, understand the interrelation of retrieved documents to one another, and refine a search; (2) gain an overview of the coverage of a digital library and to facilitate browsing; and (3) visualize user interaction data in relation to available documents in order to evaluate and improve digital library usage.

The present chapter aims to review and briefly analyze a specific category of digital library visual interfaces that support information seeking and retrieval based on metadata representations. I will call this category “metadata-enabled visual interfaces.” The focus of these interfaces is mostly on the ways in which metadata elements and visualization approaches can be utilized to richly represent the content of digital library collections. This type of interface enables users to
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